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but of years. A more favourable opportunity then existed
for a decisive attack on France than was ever to arise
subsequently: yet no real effort was made to undertake
any large-scale action.
He attaches Pitt's strategy in the war was fundamentally unsound.
fmportauce The war in 1793 may have opened as a defensive attempt
coicaki J to confine France within her own boundaries, but it soon
struggle. became a struggle for colonial territory, a mere eighteenth-
century war of commerce. Pitt, therefore, concentrated on
action in the West Indies and in the East, caring little for
the course of military events on the Continent. He failed
to see that colonies captured whilst the enemy was effecting
conquests on the mainland would have to be restored in any
attempt to buy peace. This the Peace of Amiens proved,
and indeed it proved also that colonial possessions would
be only a partial offset to European losses, for, of all her
colonial acquisitions, England could retain only Trinidad
and the Cape of Good Hope; in Europe, Napoleon made
very few sacrifices. Pitt left the direction of the war in
the hands of Dundas, who regarded colonial conquests as a
bribe to the electorate, a sop to the commercial classes who
demanded some tangible return for war. As Burke re-
marked, ft All the force we can spare we destine for our
indemnity."1 Windham, the Secretary at War, was still
more emphatic, declaring that " the most fatal error will
be, I apprehend, the seeking to preserve the popularity of
the war by feeding it with conquests/'2
Tiieoostof J The colonial warfare was extremely costly; by 1796 the
cotonfaiwar- j^mj^r dead in the West Indies alone amounted to 40,000
—more than Wellington lost in the whole of the Peninsular
War,3 and by the end of the next year we had expended
100,000 men, of whom two-thirds had been wasted in the
West Indies. The French West Indies, Trinidad (belonging
to Spain), the Cape of Good Hope, Ceylon and Java (belong-
ing to Holland), and Minorca and Malta had been taken.
Meanwhile, however, all the British efforts on the Continent
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